
Statement Regarding Seizure of Federal Land

My name is Michael Wolf.  I am an American citizen.  I sailed myself to Mexico in 2014 seeking 
temporary refuge to allow me to complete work on my vessel so I could safely complete my journey to 
a safe country outside of the United States of America.  I am disabled, a genius who suffered brain 
damage, who is taken advantage of and mistreated because of my injuries.  I also suffer from serious 
health problems which I am only able to manage because my ship is setup as a hospice and I have the 
assistance of a live-in caregiver.  I also seek political asylum in Mexico on account of harassment by 
the US State Department who illegally caused my disability benefits to be cancelled, intentionally.

I have taken possession of this property in the name of the federal government of Mexico because the 
titled owner, whose claim to this property is not legal, caused me great harm through his crimes against
me including extortion, blackmail, and threats of violence against me, all of which are documented.  I 
have also endured great harm as a result of vicious lies spread about me by this man, Karsten Honack, 
through his friendship with Malcolm and Daniel Shroyer such that my ship was heavily damaged as a 
result of crimes committed against me on account of these rumors.  My ship is in dire condition and 
requires immediate haulout to prevent sinking.  Local boatyards refuse to service me due to rumors.

This property legally belongs to the Federal Government of Mexico per the law documented in the 
Federal Registry on the 21st of September, 1998 which stipulated that these properties must be used 
commercially, whereas clearly Wolfgang Honack resided on the property as a private residence.  The 
property has been abandoned since 2012 when Wolfgang died.

As the federal government has also harmed me by ignoring my request for refuge and asylum, I will 
maintain possession and if possible will take title to this property as compensation for all of the 
damages I have incurred as a result of the fact that the government’s failure to address my refuge case 
served to legitimize vicious rumors spread about me by people known to the Mexican government to be
foreign agents acting against the Mexican people.

Legal and other documents related to this property can be found on my website via the following links:

http://disperser.info/documents/21Sep98Solo.pdf – Law regarding disposition of property which was 
reclaimed from the sea
http://disperser.info/documents/APIContract.pdf – the only documentation ceding the property
http://disperser.info/documents/AllKastorEmails.pdf – evidence of threats and extortion by Karsten 
Honack/Kastor Industrial
http://disperser.info/documents/GunsOnProperty.jpg – photograph of men who threatened me shooting 
guns into the sea towards tourists taken minutes before they threatened me
http://disperser.info/documents/ITAIEmails.pdf – emails with ITAI seeking documentation
http://disperser.info/documents/PatrimonioInmobilarioEmails.pdf - emails exchanged with state 
government, titled owner at the time
http://disperser.info/documents/ProposalPichilingue.pdf – my original proposal as requested by the 
state when I sought use from them after discovering they were titled owner
http://disperser.info/documents/ProposalPichilingue2StampedCL.pdf – my modified proposal after I 
found out the property was not legally documented/owned
http://disperser.info/documents/RegistroPublicoPropiedad.pdf - Title for the property as of 2017
http://disperser.info/documents/SaleRentalFlyer.pdf – flyer from Karsten Honack attempting to sell the 
property without title in 2017
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